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Overview of this Edition: Part 2: Expanding Options

By Robert L. Beckman, PhD
Executive Director, TreatNOW.org

“It is not entirely impossible, that, perhaps sometime in the next decade, professors of medicine will have difficulty in explaining why the treatment with (hyperbaric) oxygen was not widely adopted much earlier.” Edward Teller, PhD (~1999) In Textbook of Hyperbaric Medicine, 2017.

Unless I am convinced by proof... or by plain and clear reasons and arguments, I can and will not retract, for it is neither safe nor wise to do anything against conscience. Here I stand. I can do no other. Martin Luther, 1521.

Once again, famous lines from history tell a true story without being quite true. Teller and Luther upset historical inevitability. So too will the authors in this edition and its companion in last quarter’s Part 1 of the Combat Stress E-Magazine’s HBOT issue attest to how evidence and science will change the history of medicine for brain wounds.

MAJ Ben Richards (USA, ret) and his family are testimony to how TBI wounds the warrior and the family. His story of resilience in the face of years of the ‘best’ military medicine could do – and his conquest of years of neglect – reflect grandly on himself and the caregivers he discovered outside conventional, ineffective DOD/VA/Army medicine.

Rob Beckman, PhD, building on the work of many, particularly Dr. Daphne Denham, updates how much smarter we are in 2018 about the Mechanisms of Action underlying the wound healing actions of hyperbaric oxygen. Current worldwide debates about the “Concussion Protocol” fall miserably short of addressing a simple fact: you don’t heal wounds to the brain without oxygen, and lots of it.

Dr. Ken Stoller’s “All the right moves: the need for the timely use of hyperbaric oxygen therapy for treating TBI/CTE/PTSD” crystallizes a fundamental dilemma for citizens, parent, ballplayers and warriors: Should people who are making money dispensing drugs make decisions about what therapies can be used to treat those brain wounds? In his words: HBOT has “met interference because other agendas are present be they the protection of the status quo, myopic budgetary constraints, or perceived liability issues – after all, when you treat TBI directly the way that HBOT does, the problems creating those TBI’s in the first place are harder to ignore and the unconscious way those problems have been dealt with are harder to deny.”

John Hughes, D.O., and James Lyons-Weiler, PhD are at the forefront of neuro-regenerative medicine. Their methods point to the role real science can play in cutting through the dilatory tactics of nay-saying researchers: pressurized oxygen is analogous
to plugging the brain (the computer ‘hardware’) into a wall socket with enough voltage to begin its self-healing. Then the ‘software’ of multiple other therapies have a chance of running correctly.

First Coast News in Jacksonville, FL filmed a special on a Fort Hood mass shooting survivor who is seeing drastic changes after Hyperbaric Oxygenation. Eight years after the attack, Army Veteran Patrick Zeigler is another example of the power of oxygen under pressure to help awaken and heal the brain after injury. See: http://www.firstcoastnews.com/article/news/local/fort-hood-mass-shooting-survivor-sees-drastic-changes-after-hyperbaric-chamber/77-506629334.

Partly in response to the slaughter at Fort Hood (with which the Editor is intimately connected), the Patriot Clinics movement in Oklahoma evolved to answer the call at the state level. Lacking federal energy, funding, focus, action or ethical incentive, Dr. William Duncan, PhD, organized the first down-payment on a state-centered model to provide the care to brain-wounded Veterans and public servants that is denied them by traditional medicine. The model has been replicated and enhanced in four more states: legislation encouraging hyperbaric oxygen treatment for the brain wounded, with some providing funding to offer the care to those essentially relegated to permanent welfare status.

In “TBI/PTSD and the Suicide Epidemic: Breaking the Cycle,” the TreatNOW Coalition presents six stories that are illustrative of the work the Coalition has been performing for eight years: Veterans, Active Duty Military, National Guard, Reserves, First Responders, citizens and athletes returned to healthier lives after being told there was little to nothing conventional medicine could do to heal the wounds to their brains. The latest count from 70 plus Coalition clinics across the US have revealed more than 3,000 success stories.

In a final word, evidence continues to accumulate that corroborates previous independent studies finding that Alpha-Stim and other microcurrent devices provide a viable treatment option for pain, anxiety, insomnia and depression. When used in concert with hyperbaric oxygenation, these non-invasive, safe and effective alternatives are powerful antidotes to the conventional, ineffective, expensive and frequently fatal standard-of-care dispensed by military medicine.

70,000 plus suicides since 9/11; a continuing stream of 20 or more suicides a day; an opioid epidemic that gained momentum due to VA prescribing protocols;1 800,000 brain wounded Service Members since 9/11 and an equal number from previous wars; mental health costs destroying military medicine budgets; dramatically understaffed VA hospitals in mental health positions; non-stop mis- and malfeasance in VA corporate structure; lack of White House, Congressional and VA leadership taking action to help heal veterans’ brain wounds – when is ENOUGH enough?

Reference
1. Newsweek, How VA Fueled the National Opioid Crisis and is Killing Thousands of Veterans, Art Levine, October 12, 2017.
During the spring and summer of 2007, I (MAJ Ben Richards) had the privilege of leading Bronco Troop, 1-14 CAV, a Stryker-equipped cavalry troop, during intense combat operations in and around Baqubah, Iraq. Bronco Troop was blessed with the deep bench of top-quality Noncommissioned Officers that distinguishes great units from good ones. Five of the six officers in the troop were West Pointers. At one point, all six of us were captains and the experience paid dividends in a challenging operating environment.

At the peak of operations, a new second lieutenant arrived straight from the basic course to take over a scout platoon. I greeted him shortly after he arrived at our dilapidated combat outpost and told him we would have a Combat Action Badge (CAB) for him the next day. His face showed that he clearly thought I was joking. By the following evening, he had survived an IED hit to his Stryker, been in two firefights and earned his CAB. The rest of us had earned our CABs on our first day in town two months earlier as well. A few weeks later he was wounded by a grenade fragment while leading his platoon in a dismounted close combat assault on an al Qaeda fighting position. The courage, competence and character of these young officers was in every way a credit to our alma mater and a testimony to West Point’s continuing role as the corner stone of our Nation’s defense.

During those several months of combat operations, ninety percent of my men hit at least one IED – often more than one. In May 2007, a suicide-bomber driving a sedan laden with explosives rammed into my Stryker and destroyed it. A few weeks later we hit a second ‘plain vanilla’ IED buried in the road that damaged our second Stryker sufficiently that it was later ‘coded out’ as not being worth fully repairing. After each hit, we got back up and returned to the fight because we knew that there was going to be a fight and we fought as a team, even when it hurt.

On returning home I, like so many others, began a personal battle against an enemy that I could not see, could not anticipate and was neither trained nor equipped to combat. Six months after arriving back at Fort Lewis, I was diagnosed with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). To be honest, I only sought help after being ‘command directed’ by my wife. At that time, I was
not intimidated by PTSD. I had every confidence that it was something I could beat. I was surprised and not a little embarrassed that I had it all. I gave it a year, tops. By then I would be fully back in the saddle. The extent of damage to my brain caused by the pair of mild traumatic brain injuries was not recognized until more than three years after the injuries and was not fully diagnosed until yet another year had passed.

While I was serving in Iraq, I was extremely fortunate to be selected by the History Department at the US Military Academy West Point to return for a tour as an instructor. I arrived in the summer of 2010 in pretty rough shape. Less than a year into the assignment, I collapsed under the weight of disabling chronic pain, memory problems, cognitive deficits, sleep deprivation, drugs (the legal kind), emotional problems, and all the ‘noise’ that often accompanies invisible injuries. At one point, heavily under the influence of prescription medications, I even seriously considered taking my own life.

West Point was up to the challenge. The History Department leadership kept me in the department so that they could personally oversee my care. My fellow instructors, both civilian and military, took on the burden of my workload without complaint, as they would have carried me, my rifle and
my ruck to the CASEVAC point. I am sure theirs was a long, hard walk out. It was real leadership, at real personal cost and sacrifice.

The Department’s Colonels breached every administrative and bureaucratic obstacle to ensure I literally received the best care available in the Department of Defense for my injury profile. When it turned out that the best care was not enough and after they had done everything within their power to assure my future well-being, they ‘fare-welled’ me with honors and fanfare well beyond those merited by a junior major.

The day I took off my uniform for the last time was one of the saddest in my life. I saw only an empty husk of the new cadet who had marched in the rain on R-Day eighteen years earlier and so full of the potential that enables a first-year cadet to sit with generals and presidents, while a second lieutenant hides from majors in the motor pool. I was permanently broken. The natural processes of neural plasticity had run their course and come up wanting at the end. Medications could only partially mitigate the pain while causing new problems of their own. The results of evidence-based psychotherapies became part of the new canon of evidence that those therapies, so promising for victims of rape and traffic accidents, are disappointingly much less effective against combat-related PTSD. Acceptance and accommodation were all that was left to aspire to.

It was at that moment of hopelessness that the Long Gray Line extended its hand to drag me back from the edge. John Batiste, class of ’74, a retired general officer and president of the Veteran-serving non-profit, Stand for the Troops, founded by the legendary COL David Hackworth (SFTT.org), hunted me down to deliver a life-changing message.

“We will help you,” he told me, and “by that, I mean really help you and not in the sense of providing a palliative weekend retreat or the cathartic commiseration of other wounded warriors.”

Had John not been a graduate and a Soldier of such well-known reputation, I would have hung up the phone. I did not have the hope left to waste on vain promises with unlikely outcomes, but because John was who he was, I gave him the time. He gave me my life back.

The problem of invisible wounds and injuries was one that merited a Manhattan Project. Instead, it had the Army Medical Corps bureaucracy that ran Walter Reed into scandal, regularly abused invisibly wounded warriors exiled to Warrior Transition Units, and never seemed to get past the word excuse, so clearly bookmarked in their dictionary, to the word execution. It was a corps of capable and dedicated medical operators who did not deserve their uninspired and ineffective leaders. Their obvious failures were difficult for me to understand after having spent a career in the company of men and women I would follow anywhere. And then there was the VA...
I found Dr. Paul Harch to be a dedicated and innovative professional. He exhibited a reserved persona that I soon found to be a façade masking a burning passion for healing and especially for healing those that hope had passed by. Harch is a man of great moral courage, conviction and compassion; a classical gentleman endowed with the noblesse oblige of an heir of a great inheritance of character and natural capacity.

Dr. Harch and his colleagues had pioneered a protocol for using hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) to treat brain injuries. The medicinal effects of oxygen at higher the atmospheric pressure have been recognized empirically for over a century. It is perhaps best known as a treatment for diving injuries. It is also widely used for healing hard-to-treat wounds and is approved by the FDA for over a dozen different medical conditions. Using HBOT to treat brain injuries, like most of the prescription medications I had been prescribed by the DOD and VA, is considered off-label, but its safety has been recognized by the Institute of Medicine.

When I was being evaluated by the military’s top neurologists in 2011, the prevailing medical wisdom was that modern medicine could do very little, if anything, to help a brain heal after being damaged by a mild TBI. There was a period of natural healing of up to several years, but at four years post-injury, they had no expectation that my brain would improve and many reasons to suspect that it would instead begin to degrade. I arrived in New Orleans with repressed expectations.

Dr. Harch had become the point man for the league of medical practitioners and researchers using Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy to treat brain damage caused by TBIs. By the time I arrived in New Orleans, these practitioners had already treated over a hundred invisibly wounded warriors, as well as several well-known NFL football players to include the legendary quarterback, Joe Namath. Dr. Harch had personally completed a research study with 20 Soldiers and Marines, whose brains had been damaged by combat-related TBIs. The results were unprecedented.

Treatment consisted of 40 one-hour ‘dives’ in a Plexiglas tank that I would describe as similar to a torpedo tube. These were conducted at a rate of one dive, sometimes two, a day. The tube is filled with 100 percent oxygen, which is then pressurized to 1.5 atmospheres. Protocols for wound healing and dive injuries use higher pressures. The pressure loads oxygen into the blood stream like carbonation in an unopened can of soda.
scans of other types had verified multiple points of structural damage. The image meant that my brain was not using the amount of oxygen that a normal brain would have been. That difference was apparent, not only in the scans, but in the neuropsychological testing and other measures of cognitive and emotional impairment with which I had been evaluated.

By the time I had completed 20 ‘dives,’ the changes I was experiencing were becoming undeniable. Nearly every facet of my injury profile began to improve. Pain levels dropped. Sleep improved. Memory improved. Attention span lengthened. Irritability decreased. I started feeling things I had not felt in years. Good things.

The introduction of the extra oxygen into the brain initiates a cascade of chemical interactions that are good for you. The end result is the creation of new blood vessels (angiogenesis) and the repair or regrowth of brain cells.

Before I began treatment, we did a SPECT neuro-imaging scan of my brain. A SPECT scan uses an injective radioactive agent to image blood flow in the brain. It is one of the more sensitive imaging tools for detecting brain damage caused by mild traumatic brain injuries (mTBIs) and in many cases, is superior to CT or MRI scans, especially if more than a few months have elapsed since the time of injury. The images showed the poor blood perfusion typical of a brain damaged by TBIs – not unexpected, as previous

Ben Richards with his family in 2017. The ability to build and maintain meaningful social relationships has been one of the most important treatment outcomes. Photo Credit: Ben Richards
Happy things. I was able to sustain a light workout program for the first time since 2008. We scanned my brain again. The amount and extent of blood perfusion had increased significantly, matching the subjective results that even my guarded skepticism was compelled to recognize. The SPECT image is one of the most reliable predictors of the long-term prognosis of brain injury and mine had just changed radically.

The Harch’s covered the cost of my treatment from their own pockets, as they have for dozens of other Veterans before me at no small sacrifice. John and SFTT rallied donors, mostly West Pointers, to help cover living expenses for four months of care. Gulf Coast Alumni quickly assumed an overwatch position and contributed several thousand dollars. I could not have covered the costs alone. Even a 100 percent VA disability rating only matches the pay of a private first class; not enough to maintain dual household with four kids at home.

HBOT has not completely healed my wounds, but it has given me more back than I thought possible. More than five years after leaving Iraq, a husband and a father finally came home to his family. The treatment that Dr. Harch provided unquestionably saved my marriage. It has enabled me to participate in and experience life in ways that I, and my DOD and VA doctors, had assumed were gone for good. I have even been able to contribute a little bit back. I am no longer a husk. Looking back on those dark days, I do not believe it would be unfair to say that Dr. Paul Harch and SFTT probably saved my life.

About the Author

Ben Richards is a combat Veteran who suffered disabling brain damage from a Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) caused by a suicide bomber in Iraq and suffered from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). He experienced significant healing from HBOT. He served in the Army for 16 years in the Armor and Cavalry Branch and is a graduate of the United States Military Academy at West Point and Georgetown University. He currently serves on the boards of the National Hyperbaric Association (NHA) and the International Hyperbaric Medical Associations (IHMA) where he advocates for improved access for invisibly wounded combat Veterans to hyperbaric oxygen therapy. He also serves as an executive director for the Veteran-serving nonprofit organization Stand for the Troops.

Army Veteran, Patrick Zeigler was shot in the head at the Fort Hood massacre on November 5, 2009. Thanks to Hyperbaric Oxygen treatment years after he was not expected to live, much less return to a sense of normalcy, Zeigler is testimony to the power of the community and the wound healing powers of oxygen under pressure. Watch the video here: https://fcnews.tv/2rg2vC2
TO TREAT A CONCUSSION: Using Hyperbaric Oxygen to Mitigate the Duration of Symptoms of Acute Concussions

By Robert L. Beckman, PhD

A concussion is a form of traumatic brain injury (TBI). It is a wound to the brain. The current medical standard of care for concussions relies on a protocol that essentially recommends rest. It is thought that this resting period will allow the brain to recover. Indeed, it is ‘common knowledge’ that 80 to 90 percent of concussions ‘get better’ on their own.\(^1\) While it is true that some or all symptoms will diminish over time, it is equally true that merely waiting for those symptoms to go away is not our best medicine, nor is this good for the wounded brain.

In the State of Illinois, each school district must use educational materials provided by the Illinois High School Association to educate coaches, student-athletes, and parents/guardians of student-athletes about the nature and risk of concussions and head injuries. This includes advice about continuing play after a concussion or head injury. Concussion Management in Illinois public and private schools is governed by the Youth Sports Concussion Act (Public Act 099-0245). Illinois directs school boards to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC) Injury Center (www.cdc.gov/Concussion), developing a formal public health response to concussion. Through their HEADS UP campaign, concussion educational materials are available at no cost for youth sports coaches, school coaches, parents, and school and health care professionals.

What the CDC does not discuss, let alone the Mayo Clinic, your hospital emergency room, the NCAA, nor your average concussion or TBI clinic, is
that a concussion is a wound to the brain that should be treated according to wound healing principles to allow the brain to heal. There is no disputing the fact that in most of the millions of concussion cases experienced every year, the average person will ‘recover’ within a few weeks and symptoms will abate. In a large fraction of cases, however, those symptoms do not go away and in no case, will the brain become ‘healed’ unless necessary steps are taken to address the wound.

We are all becoming familiar with the symptoms of concussions: headaches, confusion, memory loss, nausea, vomiting, dizziness, fatigue, sleepiness, and emotional instability. These symptoms are linked to complex pathophysiological processes affecting the brain, induced by biomechanical forces. These forces can lead to brain inflammation and swelling, damage to blood vessels and brain cells, ringing in the ears (tinnitus), visual and balance problems, and a myriad of other overt and/or subtle physical and emotional and functional difficulties.

Some in the worldwide sports community recognize a concussion as an ‘injury’ to the brain, yet nowhere in the gold standard Consensus Statement of the 2017 Concussion in Sport Group (Berlin, 2017) is there mention of a ‘wound’ to the brain. In the eleven major sections of the Statement, only one is devoted to ‘rehabilitation.’ It is worth quoting in full: “Sports-related concussions (SRCs) can result in diverse symptoms and problems, and can be associated with concurrent injury to the cervical spine and peripheral vestibular system. The literature has not evaluated early interventions, as most individuals recover in 10 to 14 days. A variety of treatments may be required for ongoing or persistent symptoms and impairments following injury. The data support interventions including psychological, cervical and vestibular rehabilitation. In addition, closely monitored active rehabilitation programs involving controlled subsympoma-threshold, submaximal exercise has been shown to be safe and may be of benefit in facilitating recovery. A collaborative approach to treatment, including controlled cognitive stress, pharmacological treatment, and school accommodations, may be beneficial. Further research evaluating rest and active treatments should be performed using high-quality designs that account for potential confounding factors, and have matched controls and effect modifiers to best inform clinical practice and facilitate recovery after SRC.”

They note that SRC “is considered to be among the most complex injuries in sports medicine to diagnose, assess and manage.” Let us look at how we are now changing that paradigm and the long-standing nonchalance about aggressively intervening in the ‘concussion cascade’ to reverse the damage and wounding made to a major organ of the body: the brain.

Critical to understanding the work of integrative medicine doctors trained in wound healing are these facts: medicine knows a lot about how to heal wounds. A physical wound to the brain is like a physical wound to any other organ in
the body. Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy has already been approved by the FDA for certain types of wound healing (air embolism, arterial insufficiencies, compromised skin grafts and flaps, acute thermal burns, crush injuries and other acute traumatic injuries that lead to oxygen and blood constriction).

Starting in the fall of 2015, Dr. Daphne Denham, MD in her clinic began treating concussions. We know that we can do better than ‘recognition, rest, and recovery.’ Simply placing a patient in the Concussion Protocol is insufficient to promote recovery. Team trainers, doctors, coaches, teachers and families are then responsible for ‘managing’ symptoms and after a while and with the passage of time, these patients are somehow expected to be ‘better.’ We now know that we can be far more effective in treating wounds to the brain than waiting for these wounds to heal on their own. Consider the following:

There were tens of thousands of concussions sustained by athletes at all educational levels in 2017. There were 540 concussion evaluations and 281 concussions from the NFL pre-season that occurred until the week before Super Bowl LII. To improve their treatment protocols, the NCAA brought the chief medical officer of a college into the mix, demanding that an additional sign-off was required before returning-to-play. The NFL went as far as placing more NFL-independent certified athletic trainers (ATC spotters) at every game. As recently as December of 2017, the NFL placed a central unaffiliated neurotrauma consultant (UNC) in the league’s command center for all games. On ESPN, it was reported that an estimated 400 people were involved in the concussion process, including every team physician, every athletic trainer, every UNC and every booth spotter. Imagine these 400-people worried about whether or not an athlete had suffered a concussion, but not one of them considering how to undertake healing these wounds to the brain.

A concussion leads to inflammation and cerebral ischemia (deficient supply of blood to the brain that is due to obstruction of the inflow of arterial blood). A host of negative chemical processes begin, along with mitochondrial/cell damage, oxidative damage and apoptosis (cell death). There can be a breakdown of the blood-brain-barrier and brain swelling. Numerous animal studies on concussion and blast injuries confirm that blows to the head are just not good for your brain. All the discoveries by Dr. Ann McKee and her Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE) team in Boston confirm a strong correlation between numerous hits to the head and onset of CTE. At last count (admittedly a contentious statistic, given the selection criteria), she had found CTE in 99 percent of the brains studied or 110 out of 111 of former NFL players. Common sense is slowly causing parents, coaches, trainers and even some medical personnel to pay attention to these correlations. This is one of the primary reasons that word-of-mouth referrals to HBOT-for-Concussions are increasing nationwide.
On Monday, April 23rd 12-year-old W.J. was on the monkey bars at his school. Six feet off the ground, he was skipping bars, swinging his body a fair amount, skipped a few bars, grabbed the next bar and lost his grip. He fell to the ground on his back, shoulder and head. He was helped to the nurse’s office by a friend. The school nurse determined he had no recollection of the fall or what he ate for lunch immediately preceding his fall. W.J. was also having balance issues, had a big headache and was lethargic. Additionally, he was sensitive to light and noise. I picked him up from school and brought him home at 1 pm. We stopped to see our pediatrician who diagnosed W.J. with a concussion. It was shortly after we arrived home that I reached out to Dr. Denham.

W.J. went into the hyperbaric chamber at 3:30 pm on the day of his accident. He still had a headache when he came out of the chamber but it was not as strong. He was also dizzy, sleepy and generally lethargic for the remainder of the day. He continued to be sensitive to light and noise.

On Tuesday, April 24th as we drove to see Dr. Denham, W.J. commented that the oncoming cars headlights were bothering him. He went into the hyperbaric chamber at 7 am and 11:30 am. Both times the headache lessened, but was not resolved. At home he only wanted to lay on the sofa and listen to audible books. He was sleeping more than normal and was still experiencing dizziness when he would get off the sofa.

On Wednesday, April 25th, two days after his fall, W.J. went back into the hyperbaric chamber. His headache improved much more after this visit. It was still hovering in the 3-4 range, but it would improve after each treatment. His dizziness was gone and he no longer was sensitive to light and sounds. W.J. stopped asking for Tylenol to treat his headache. He was also starting to act more like himself at this point. He was still hurting though, he was not interested in playing video games and watching TV. W.J. was relatively content to listen to audible books on the sofa and rest his brain. We did manage to walk the dog together and he felt good following that activity.

On Thursday, April 26th, W.J. went into the hyperbaric chamber around 11:30 am. He went in with a headache at a 2 and came out with no headache. W.J. was feeling much better, he was more energetic and had no lingering dizziness, no headache and no light or noise sensitivity.

W.J. has been headache free since 1 pm on Thursday, April 26th. His energy levels are good. He has watched TV, read on his phone and a book, played video games and has been a normal kid and has no headache or other concussion symptoms. His pediatrician saw him on Friday, April 27th and released him to go back to school on Monday April 30th.
We treat wounds to the brain. Hyperbaric oxygen has been proved to enhance several natural processes related to wound healing: it reduces inflammation, inhibits apoptosis (cell death), reduces Intracranial pressure, and promotes neurogenesis and angiogenesis. This is significant: HBOT promotes neurogenesis (growth of new neuronic tissue) and angiogenesis (growth of new blood vessels). The combination of oxygen (typically 100 percent O₂) and pressure (varying, depending on the diagnosis) leads to the production of more stem cells available for wound healing as well. All this has been proven by rigorous, scientific studies that have explored the role of oxygen and pressure in the brain healing process.

What is not controversial is that HBOT aids tremendously in wound healing, typically 20 to 40 percent faster healing than is considered the ‘norm.’ In the case of acute concussions and within ten days of the injury, Denham demonstrated (http://bit.ly/2jwdUwl) that patients (51 out of 52) diagnosed with acute concussions completely resolved her/his symptoms in five or less treatments (average of 2.4 treatments per concussion). Her most recent numbers of success as of February 2018 are 108 successes out of 110 patients diagnosed with acute concussions.

Readers can learn more about this by viewing a short film entitled “Concussion Help in a Hyperbaric Chamber?”: https://tinyurl.com/ybldktnq. If brain injury patients (primarily high school athletes playing contact sports like football, hockey, lacrosse and field hockey) can be evaluated and treated over the weekend, we normally find that their symptoms can be resolved because of the wound healing, they can return to school symptom-free on Monday. Much more importantly, however, are the comments from the concussed patients. Time and again, we hear within one or two one-hour treatments that the patient ‘had no idea how messed up they were.’ It is as if the fog has cleared as the symptoms resolve. The patient is wounded and brain function, including judgment, are typically impaired. Naturally, athletes want to get back into the game and are not always the best judges of their level of recovery and ability to return to playing football. Objective tests, coupled with subjective measures such as IMPACT, may offer much more insight into the actual functional recovery. (Practitioners are familiar with athletes and warriors who ‘game’ the computer and paper tests, purposely obtaining low scores on baseline tests so that post-concussion testing fails to demonstrate a significant departure from ‘normal.’)

To summarize: We are much smarter in 2018 than we were in the 20th century about the Mechanisms of Action, both stemming from the negative consequences of concussions and about the remarkable wound healing actions of hyperbaric oxygen. The Concussion Protocol must be upgraded to reflect what Dr. Denham and hundreds of other HBOT clinics are demonstrating daily: that wounds to the brain can be successfully treated and helped to heal using HBOT.
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Abstract

Background: The modern age of hyperbaric medicine began in 1937; however, today few know about hyperbaric oxygen’s effects on the body and medical conditions outside of diving medicine and wound care centers - a serious ethical issue as there are 20 US military veterans committing suicide every day directly related to Traumatic Brain Injury/Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. The problem is not whether hyperbaric oxygen is effective for treating brain injuries, but why the interference in offering this therapy to those who need it.

Discussion: Up against black-boxed anti-depressants that are not efficacious, it should be a “no-brainer” to use a safe, off-label drug, but in the case of military veterans, every suicide might be seen as a tremendous cost saving to certain technocrats. The unspoken rationale is that if the military were to embrace hyperbaric oxygen as the efficacious therapy that it is then current active troops that have suffered injuries will come forward and seek treatment and benefits for their Traumatic Brain Injuries now that they know there is a viable therapy and in so doing troop strength will be decimated.

So, to attempt to delay the acceptance of hyperbaric oxygen the Department of Defense has funded faux-studies claiming low pressure room air to be a placebo or sham, and then proclaiming there is no statistical difference between treatment arms and sham or placebo treatment arms. With few who understand hyperbaric medicine there is almost no one to call them on this subterfuge and prevarication. Many peer-reviewed articles have been published in the last decade that demonstrate hyperbaric oxygen is effective in repairing an injured brain even long after that injury took place. One of the most notable showed that blast-induced brain injured war veterans experienced a 15 point IQ increase (p < 0.001).

Summary: Hyperbaric oxygen is an efficacious, benign and humanitarian way to affect brain repair but it has not been adopted because it lacks patent protection and has no large corporate sponsors. It has also met interference because other agendas are present be they the protection of the status quo, myopic budgetary constraints, or perceived liability issues.
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Background

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) saturates the body’s tissues with oxygen using a pressure vessel. HBOT is most often recognized as the treatment for decompression sickness (DCS) or “the bends.” DCS causes significant neurological injury and post-initial injury similar pathophysiology is virtually identical to that caused by trauma. Thus oxygen under pressure has been used to treat neurological injuries since 1937, for 75 years. No one has found a replacement for or substitute treatment for the bends that works as well as oxygen. HBOT results in a 95% acute treatment cure rate for DCS in all of the navies of the world. Three currently accepted HBOT indications are for neurological conditions, and three are for various kinds of non-healing wounds. Thus there is more evidence for using HBOT for neurological acute and chronic wound treatment, with better clinical outcomes than any other single or combined treatment. The good news that combining HBOT with other therapies that help brain injured patients enhances the effect of those treatments and makes these other therapies less costly, with creating additional recovery in a given patient. Because a patient’s future income is directly tied to recovery after injury, it is important for policy makers to set maximizing patient recovery as a goal to maximize productivity and tax revenue from each given individual.

An increase of one-half to a 1½ atmosphere increase will raise the oxygen levels in plasma $7 \times -12\times$ normal (700% to 1200%) Under this increased pressure oxygen acts like a drug and DNA signaling agent. This treatment’s mechanisms of action simply follow the general gas laws for saturating liquids with a gas, similar to the way Coca-Cola® makes their product. No one yet has found a substitute for oxygen in human physiological processes, and any injury caused by a lack of oxygen can be expected to benefit, with the right oxygen dosage. Saturating with oxygen is a safe procedure, when all of the correct protocols are followed, and significant side effects are extremely rare.

The history of hyperbaric medicine reaches back to the year 1620 when Drebbel developed a one-atmosphere diving bell, and 40 years later Boyle joined forces with Gay-Lussac to develop the General Gas Law. Moving the sands of time to the near present day, the modern age of hyperbaric medicine began in 1937 when Behnke and Shaw used a hyperbaric chamber to treat DCS. However, it was not until 1955 that there was major interest in using hyperbaric oxygenation (HBO) outside of treating DCS. That year, Churchill-Davidson began to use oxygen therapy in a hyperbaric chamber to treat DCS. However, it was not until 1955 that there was major interest in using hyperbaric oxygenation (HBO) outside of treating DCS. That year, Churchill-Davidson began to use oxygen therapy in a hyperbaric chamber to treat the damage induced by radiotherapy in cancer patients. In 1956, Boerema (Holland) performed the first reported heart surgery on “blue babies” in a hyperbaric chamber. He became the “Father of Hyperbaric Medicine” when he treated a woman who had been badly beaten, was unconscious, and was about to lose her leg. This became the first recorded prevention of an amputation with HBOT, and the woman did well. The next year his famous “Life without Blood” study was published. He referred to the treatment as “oxygen drenching.”
In 1962, Sharp & Smith (Scotland) were first to treat carbon monoxide poisoning by HBOT; 1963, Hitchcock testifies before the House Labor Health, Education, and Welfare committee on the need for hyperbaric chambers in surgery and congress appropriates money for building a score of them; 2 1965, Perrins (United Kingdom) showed the effectiveness of HBOT in osteomyelitis; 1965, Japanese researchers treat the first burn patients; 1966, Saltzman et al. (USA) showed the effectiveness of HBOT in stroke patients; 1970, Boschetty and Cernoch (Czeckoslovakia) used HBOT for multiple sclerosis (MS); 1971 Lamm (France) used HBOT for treatment of sudden deafness; 1973, Thurston showed that HBOT reduces mortality in myocardial infarction; 1976, Hollbach & Wasserman determine 1.5 ATA (atmospheres absolute) maximizes oxygen content and glucose metabolism in the brain; 1983, first double-blind RCT using HBOT to treat MS; 1987 Jain (Swiss) treats paralysis of stroke with HBOT; 1989, the U.S. Navy discovers that bubbles are gone within 5 min, so while DCS is caused by bubbles the secondary injury cascade is the same as in all brain insults; 1992, Harch treats the first delayed decompression sickness, which lead to the treating “dementia pugilistica” in boxers, cerebral palsy children, and autistic children and nearly 50 neurological conditions in 700 patients. In 1992, Rockswold (USA) conducts first double-blind RCT showing HBOT reduces mortality in acute traumatic brain injury (TBI) by 59%, the largest single reduction in mortality since the invention of the ambulance. In 2002, US Army study confirms Harch’s HBOT repairs white matter damage in children with cerebral palsy (CP) and a Canadian group shows hyperbaric air (the original treatment for DCS and Mountain Sickness) and HBOT 1.75 effective in treating CP in double-blind RT; 2005, Stoller (USA) first child with fetal alcohol syndrome treated and Thom (USA) finds HBO causes stem cell mobilization; 2007, Harch et al. (USA) chronic TBI treated in animal model and in 2009 in military veteran; 4 2010, Godman discovers HBOT activates 8,101 genes, reducing inflammation and increasing growth and repair hormones. In 2011, Stoller treats first retired National Football League (NFL) player treated for CTE; 5 2012, Harch et al. demonstrates blast-induced post-concussion syndrome and posttraumatic stress disorder treatable with HBOT in phase 1 clinical trial. 6

The above is not meant to be a comprehensive timeline nor is this a meta-analysis of HBOT for various conditions, rather an opportunity to understand why a benign yet beneficial therapy has been ignored and even treated with great disdain. Bureaucratic concerns have repeatedly trumped medical and scientific evidence. For someone with training in decision theory and bureaucratic behavior, the problems are very clear. Each time in history when a decision was made about the deployment of hyperbaric oxygen therapy (starting with Behnke’s discovery of oxygen improving the outcomes for DCS), bureaucratic concerns over budget constraints trumped science; to the detriment of the persons those bureaucracies were intended to serve. Sometimes it was
you don’t know the decision logic, one often comes to the conclusion, “it must be fraud.” The reports about HBOT’s impact on patients have never changed. What has changed is we now understand the mechanisms of action and how vital oxygen is to healthy functioning human metabolism.

For example, a 2002 Canadian study found that even room air under relatively low pressure (1.3 atmospheres) improved the clinical outcomes of the children in this thirteen-year-old double-blind randomized study. Ten times more progress was made in Gross Motor Function (GMF) during the 2 months of hyperbaric therapy (while all other therapies were ceased) than during the 3 months of follow-up with OT/PT restarted. The editorial in the Lancet, where the article was published, pointed out that “both groups of children improved substantially with respect to GMF, speech, attention, memory and functional skills.” The Canadian government, which financed the study after being pressured by parents of children with cerebral palsy, falsely claimed the pressurized room air was a placebo and therefore there was no difference between the placebo group and the group of children receiving 100% oxygen. While this is sadly amusing, it kept HBOT from becoming standard of care for children with CP in Canada and in the United States. This is a gross tragedy and disservice, and not using hyperbaric oxygen therapy to treat these children when their brains are plastic and recovery can be dramatic, leaves them as adults with continued high care costs and lost productivity.
Faster Than Drugs and Without Their Side Effects

Prescription drugs are sometimes necessary. However, when a patient refuses to take them, has adverse side effects or a history of addiction, or you’re out of medication options, Alpha-Stim provides another tool for your armamentarium. It is fast, safe and proven effective, even in the most difficult patients, as evidenced by the recent study of advanced cancer patients at The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center.

The brain functions electrochemically and can be readily modified by electrical intervention. Alpha-Stim utilizes Cranial Electrotherapy Stimulation (CES) and Microcurrent Electrical Therapy (MET) to deliver the only patented waveform for a device of its class, with more than 100 clinical studies over 37 years, no serious adverse effects, and no risk of addiction.

LATEST RESEARCH: The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, “Cranial Electrotherapy Stimulation for the Management of Depression, Anxiety, Sleep Disturbance, and Pain in Patients with Advanced Cancer”

REFERENCE
HBOT has truly been the Cinderella of conventional medicine, which means it has been an attractive therapy that has been shown to be efficacious in treating many conditions and yet is treated with derision or ignored at best. Because no profit is possible on oxygen (or any other element), there is no profit to spark a large pharmaceutical interest to prove or promote it. Few know about HBOT’s effects on the body and medical conditions outside of diving medicine and wound care centers. But this has become much more than an issue of lack of marketing and poor public relations. This is now a serious ethical issue as there are now 20 US military veterans committing suicide every day directly related to TBI/PTSD. Suicide losses now exceed combat casualties. Even National Football League (NFL) veterans are starting to commit suicide. The clinical trial called the National Brain Injury Rescue and Rehabilitation project\textsuperscript{15} showed HBOT can virtually eliminate suicidality in this population once they are treated with HBOT, while reducing depression by 51%. That is a larger and broader effect on depression than anything advertised on television. Yet even on the basis of compassionate use it is not possible to get HBOT paid for to treat TBI even though HBOT has more “on-label” indications for brain injury than any other drug or therapy in medicine. The issue at hand is not whether HBOT is effective for treating TBI/PTSD – HBOT is an effective treatment, the real issue is why the interference, for the time is upon us to expose the obfuscation of this humanitarian therapy - literally people are dying because they are not getting into hyperbaric chambers to breathe oxygen.

Discussion

In 2009, and again in 2010, Paul Harch, MD, Director of the LSU Hyperbaric Medicine Department, delivered testimony to both the House and Senate Armed Services Committee reminding them that the epidemic of suicides amongst military veterans was most likely due to cocktail of “off—label” antidepressants they were being prescribed – Black-Boxed antidepressants. None of which are approved for treating TBI. Others have delivered this warning as well. The exact FDA warning states: “Antidepressants increased the risk compared to placebo of suicidal thinking and behavior (suicidality) in children, adolescents, and young adults in short-term studies of major depressive disorder (MDD) and other psychiatric disorders. Anyone considering the use of (insert name of antidepressant) or any other antidepressant in a child, adolescent, or young adult must balance this risk with the clinical need.”

While antidepressants are modestly effective in reducing the symptoms of severe depression, they increase the brain’s susceptibility to future episodes after they have been discontinued. This fact contradicts pharmaceutical company sponsored research as antidepressants cause neuronal damage and mature neurons to revert to an immature state, both of which may explain why antidepressants also cause neurons to undergo apoptosis (programmed death).\textsuperscript{9} If antidepressants cause death on a micro level then it is much easier to understand why certain patients commit suicide given the human body (macro level) is made up of these cells. So, not
But while HBOT won’t make any entity large profits, doesn’t it have other monetary incentives? For each active duty brain injured solider returned to duty the lifetime savings to the government is $2.6 million dollars and $2 million for each injured service member returned to work or school. Between 60 and 80 percent of the veterans participating in the National Brain Injury Rescue and Rehabilitation (NBIRR) project are returning to work, duty or school after receiving HBOT. One would think that would move the powers-that-be to action, but it has not, and the reason for that may be because all they can see is what an injured veteran will cost should they stay alive. That is a serious accusation, so to better understand this controversial area on how the Department of Defense (DoD) handles TBI, the NFL provides an example of what takes place on a smaller scale.

For many decades, evidence has linked repetitive traumatic brain injury to long-term neurological problems in many sports. The NFL as the organizer, marketer, and face of the most popular sport in the United States, in which head trauma is a regular occurrence, was aware of the evidence and the risks associated with repetitive traumatic brain injuries and concussions for decades, but apparently ignored and worse actively concealed the information from those who participated in organized football at all levels. That is now the basis of hundreds of lawsuits.

So, what seems to have taken place is the NFL inserted itself into the scientific research and discussion concerning the relationship between concussions and short-term and long-term impairment of
the brain. After doing so, the NFL then intentionally and fraudulently mislead present and former players, and all people who reasonably rely upon the NFL’s expertise about its own sport, regarding the short-term and long-term risks posed by concussions and head trauma.

Rather than warn players that they risked permanent brain injury if they returned to play too soon after sustaining a concussion, the NFL actively deceived players, by misrepresenting to them that concussions did not present serious, life-altering risks.

The NFL created the Mild Traumatic Brain Injury Committee (the “MTBI Committee”) in 1994 to research and ameliorates the impact of concussions on NFL players. Notwithstanding the purported purpose of the MTBI Committee, and despite clear medical evidence that on-field concussions led directly to brain injuries with tragic results for players at every level of the sport, the NFL failed to inform its current and former players of the true risks associated with such head trauma and purposefully misrepresented and/or concealed medical evidence on that issue. The NFL also stonewalled on an intervention and therapy that could be helping injured players regardless of whether those injuries were acute or chronic. The author has firsthand experience dealing with the NFL’s 88 Plan in an attempt to get veteran NFL players with dementia HBOT.

The 88 Plan is designed to assist players who are vested under the Bert Bell/Pete Rozelle NFL Player Retirement Plan and who are determined to have dementia.

But if a plan member tries to get HBOT using the plan because they have been diagnosed with CTE, they will be told CTE does not cause dementia and therefore HBOT, which treats CTE, will not be a covered benefit. Obviously, that is irrational, but there is often madness behind the reason for not allowing an effective treatment to be utilized by those that need it. In the case of military veterans, for 20 suicides every day might be seen as a tremendous cost saving to certain decision makers. Yet it goes beyond money for if the military embraced HBOT as a viable therapy of TBI/PTSD then many, many troops who are on active duty with TBI/PTSD will come forward once they know there is an efficacious intervention that is recognized by the military. In so coming forward, troop strength could be decimated. This is the fear, and this is what has driven faux research funded by the Department of Defense.

All civilian studies published have been reported as positive even a randomized Israeli study, while all the Department of Defense studies have been consistently negative. One study had to go so far as to say that it was “biologically implausible” for compressed room air to have a healing effect on the brain. That would be called conformational bias if only this were about bias, but this was a deliberate and orchestrated attempt to scuttle HBOT as a recognized therapy for the above reason. Yes, it is illegal to waste tax payer dollars knowing you are creating pseudo-science, but that is beyond the scope to this editorial.

Now, this is truly misanthropic, but no more so than what tobacco corporations do and we still tolerate their
The first battle casualty to be treated with HBOT (1.5), and one of the few to be treated was General Patt Maney (retired) for his blast-induced brain injury in Afghanistan. His treatment was ordered after 9 months of therapy at Walter Reed had shown minimal improvement. As a result of his injuries, he was non-functional and unable to return to his job, let alone redeploy back to Afghanistan. After HBOT treatment he was discharged from Walter Reed and returned to his civilian job as a Florida state judge.

He received treatment from George Washington University Medical Center at the Tricare Reimbursement rate of $250 per treatment. Counting lost time and hospital costs, his months at Walter Reed making no progress; the DoD spent $400,950, with a permanent disability loss to the service of $1.3 million. Had he received HBOT (at 1.5 atmospheres) earlier, he would have been able to remain on active duty, a savings of $1.3 million, but more importantly, the 5 months of recovery once he began receiving HBOT 1.5 cost $133,650, a savings to the government of $287,300. No other patients were treated at the Walter Reed’s brain injury center, despite the General’s remarkable recovery that everyone on the staff witnessed. The $20,000 for his hyperbaric medical treatment was $12,000 less than what a RAND report states the annual ongoing costs per year of the current treatments for mild-TBI is, and that is a lot of SSRI’s.

A great deal of time has been lost by those who believe hyperbaric oxygen is either a placebo, sham or should be subjected to placebo-controlled studies – or want others to believe this. But oxygen can never be a placebo. HBOT is an FDA-approved drug that affects non-specific biological repair; in fact it is the only non-hormonal FDA approved treatment known to repair and regenerate human tissue. It does so at a DNA level by activating growth factors and reviving mitochondrial function. The beneficial effects of HBOT apply no matter where a wound or injury is located in the body.

Many peer-reviewed articles have been published in the last decade that demonstrates HBOT is effective at repairing an injured brain even long after that injury took place. One of the most notable was the article published by Harch et al. using only one half of the NBIRR protocol (Forty 60 min treatments at 1.5 atmospheres). The blast-induced TBI war veterans experienced a 15 point IQ increase (\( p < 0.001 \)), 39% reduction in post concussion symptoms, 30% reduction in PTSD symptoms and a 51% decrease in depression. This is all consistent with past-published reports of HBOT in chronic brain injury, including research by the US Army on brain-injured children.
Since every working person represents $1 million in tax revenue over their working life to the government, that government should be interested in, and foster payment for, biological repair of brain injury. Thus every brain injured veteran, all 700,000+ of them, at a cost of $60,000 per year to the economy every year in increased costs and lost productivity, is a $42 billion drain on the economy. Treated, they immediately set about doing what young people do, they begin to form families and create the next American generation. Injured, they are unable to do so, and it is highly likely that these untreated brain injuries are a major cause of our nation’s economic challenges. But bureaucracies do not think logically – their ability to think laterally is limited. When Medicare approved HBOT to treat diabetic foot ulcers at the end of 2002, they only made it available for Wagner III and IV lesions (osteomyelitis and gangrene) so afraid they were of budgetary constraints.

HBOT prevents 75% of major limb amputations in Wagner III and IV ulcers, but if they had included Wagner II lesions HBOT would be preventing 88% of amputations. So, the result is there are a lot of unnecessary amputations not because of bad science, but because technocrats were afraid of having a short term budget problem.

Veterans are considered a threat by the security apparatus in the USA. Is someone thinking that it is better to let 20 potential threats kill themselves every day? This is a dark rabbit hole to go down but the human cost of war is very much a deep rabbit hole and one that many want to keep hidden. Someone is making money when someone else bleeds to death from a cluster bomb. It is that black & white – someone is making money giving dangerous SSRIs for treating TBI. Technocrats rotating between corporation and state are the last people you want making medical decisions, but that is exactly who has been making medical decisions. These are all things to be looked at when asking the question why a therapy like HBOT is being suppressed. If the man other agendas are present be they the protection of the status quo, myopic budgetary constraints, or perceived liability issues – after all, when you treat TBI directly the way that HBOT does, the problems creating those TBI’s in the first place are harder to ignore and the unconscious way those problems have been dealt with are harder to deny. It brings the true cost and repercussions of war to the fore, and football itself, after all, is just a form of organized war. This perspective, should it be adopted by the general public, will be a catalyst for change. So, whether that means changing the way football is played to not allowing our “leaders” to guide us into unending military forays for the sake of warprofiting run amuck – all of these sub-terrain issues come into play when a very straightforward and effective therapy tries to assert itself, hence the resistance both on a conscious and subconscious level.

Summary

HBOT is an efficacious, benign and humanitarian way to affect brain repair but it has not been adopted because it lacks patent protection and has no large corporate sponsors. It has also met interference because
on the street understood why certain medical therapies are not available while other dangerous and non-efficacious therapies are favored then change would be demanded. Right now the man on the street is being kept in the dark about money driving medical decisions to the extent it is today including the suppression of medical knowledge if it will interfere with the flow of that money, or some other irrational fear such as troop strength decimation if soldiers were officially offered HBOT by the military to treat their TBI/PTSD.
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Traditional Approach
Most treatments for chronically debilitated traumatic brain injury (TBI) patients have involved pharmaceutical drugs, occupational and physical rehabilitation, speech therapy and cognitive maintenance. Many patients resign to merely manage their condition and gain very little improvement or begin a slow decline of cognitive or motor function. It is true that some mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) patients recover to a degree using mainline therapies, but this recovery time can take 7 or more years, with significant loss of cognition, learning, and psychological affect during that time of recovery.

TBI Therapy’s Approach
Using TBI Therapy’s standard of care protocols, patients at Dr. John Hughes’ TBI treatment facilities optimally receive HBOT therapies before and after intranasal and IV infusions, as well as with other healing modalities such as cranial osteopathic treatment, IV nutrition and hydration, and other adjunctive therapies to aid in neuro-regeneration. The procedures and protocols used by Dr. Hughes’ Colorado-based TBI treatment clinic are patent pending, uniquely sophisticated, presently scarce, and at the forefront of neuro-regenerative medicine. “The brain is in a metabolic crisis in a concussion...” Robert Cantu, MD (2013). It is this understanding of what happens in a traumatic brain injury (even a mild TBI) that forms the basis of TBI Therapy’s unique treatment protocols.

Most mainstream therapies just work to treat the symptoms of a TBI using pharmaceutical drugs, speech therapies, vision therapy and physical therapy. While these therapies have importance, most TBI patients hit a plateau in terms of treatment benefits. These TBI patients continue to suffer from post-concussive symptoms: sound and light hypersensitivity, sleep disturbances, memory loss, loss of concentration, headache pain, loss of libido, loss of decision-making, mood changes, loss of motivation and inability to handle daily stressors. Many TBI patients suffer so significantly from these conditions, that they may not recover. They eventually lose hope... sometimes even at the expense of families and their own lives.

Most all of the above post-concussive symptoms of TBI are related to one major disturbance to the brain; in Dr. Robert Cantu’s (2013) words: “a metabolic crisis”. Standard of care for concussion includes rest to avoid perpetuation of
Pressurized oxygen is analogous to plugging a computer (the hardware of the brain) into a wall socket with enough voltage to begin its self-healing.

**Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy and TBI**

Traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) are frequent among Soldiers, football players and victims of assault. Studies of the impact of HBOT on TBIs have been inconsistent. One small study has had a dampening impact on the medical community’s enthusiasm for clinical adoption of HBOT for the treatment of TBI; with only 50 participants per group, the study was likely underpowered for small, but important positive (or negative) effects of HBOT (Wolf, Cifu, Baugh, Carne & Profenna, 2012). A full review of studies and their limitations have been provided by Eve, Steele, Sanberg, & Borlongan (2016), including extensive consideration of the difficulty in obtaining a control group that is free of confounding influences of the procedure itself. The difficulty with this explanation, however, is that other uses of HBOT show clear benefits in spite of this limitation, which applies to all randomized clinical trials with obvious intervention. A randomized clinical trial of patients with long-standing TBIs by Boussi-Gross et al. (2013) found improved cognition and quality of life measures during the HBOT treatment period. Clinical improvements can be seen at exposures of 1.1 atmospheres (ATA) or less; therefore, teasing the placebo effect out is challenging. Outcomes should be studied for correlation along the axes of the number of treatment sessions completed,
the duration of each session, and the dosage (in terms of atmospheres and oxygen concentrations). Studies of this type should also be restricted to clearly homogeneous clinical populations, which is extremely difficult in the heterogeneous population of patients with TBI, which can involve any number of regions of the brain, differing in severity, and degree of injury. A priori power calculations should be conducted to ensure that negative results are not due to small sample sizes.

Studies of hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) for treatment of traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) vary in results in part due to the heterogeneity in the type of scope of TBI cases and challenges in isolating the effect of pressure because subjects are prone to potential placebo effect. Well-designed dose escalation studies of both pressure and oxygen concentrations compared to low pressure control would provide knowledge on dose efficacy. Other variables include treatment intensity (frequency and length of ‘dives’) and duration (length of treatment period in months). These sources of variation are usually well-controlled within, but not between, HBOT studies. Meaningful clinical outcome variables in mild traumatic brain injuries (mTBIs) include localization and extent of injury.

In a landmark study, Harch et al. (2012) applied hyperbaric oxygen therapy to individuals who had developed PTSD after blast-induced post-concussions. All subjects in the study were given half of the clinical protocol for the study (forty 60-minute treatments at 1.5 ATA). Those receiving the full dose of HBOT showed a 14.8-point increase in intelligence quotient (p<0.001), a 39 percent reduction in the post-concussion syndrome (PCS) symptoms, an 87 percent reduction in headache severity, a 30 percent increase in quality on the PTSD scale, and 51 percent reduction in indicators of depression. They also impressively experienced a 64 percent reduction in the need for psychoactive or narcotic prescription medications. Overall, 92 percent of subjects
reported sustained improvement six months after treatment, with functional improvements in cognition (39 percent), physical well-being (45 percent), emotional areas (96 percent) and significant reductions in anger issues. There is concern that improvements in both treatment and placebo groups demonstrated the Hawthorne effect; the study shows that significance of difference between groups’ outcomes (which were not likely due to chance) can be obtained in a manner that obviates the concern of the placebo effect when the effects are unidirectional. A small clinical study of concussion patients reported cognitive improvements in both groups treated at 1.2 ATA air or 2.4 ATA 100 percent oxygen. There were, in fact, no differences in cognitive improvements between the two groups (Wolf et al., 2015).

There is solid evidence that hyperbaric oxygen therapy provides cognitive and neuropsychological improvements for TBI patients. However, the appropriate dosing of hyperbaric oxygen required to gain significant benefits for these TBI patients has not yet been determined. It is hypothesized that patients may gain more benefits from using HBOT at milder pressures from 1.1 to 1.3 ATA than at higher pressures of 1.5-2.4 ATA. These milder HBOT treatments at pressures from 1.1 to 1.3 ATA can be performed daily in FDA-approved home hyperbaric chambers over extended time periods (3 to 12 months) – at significantly lower cost per treatment than in an outpatient medical facility.

In a study highly relevant for those using off-label neurological applications, Lin et al. (2012) found that HBOT either 1 or 8 hours after TBI in rats led to reduced cerebral infarction, microglial activation, TNF-alpha expression, and neuronal apoptosis – all factors that can influence inflammatory and neurotrophic processes in the human brain. More recently, Tal, Hadanny, Sasson, Suzin, & Efrati (2017) found that HBOT stimulated both angiogenesis and nerve fiber regeneration in TBI patients, including improvements in memory, executive functions, information processing speed and global cognitive scores (post-treatment compared to pre-treatment).

Further research backing the use of hyperbaric medicine for the treatment of TBI patients is available online (see https://tbitherapy.com/tbi-protocol-references/).
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CONTACT:
Dr. William A. Duncan,
President, Patriot Clinics, Inc.
(405) 999-0965
williamaduncan@msn.com

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE -

Today we are losing more Veterans to suicide than we lost in combat, in theater, and under fire in World War I. (120,000 suicides to 116,000 deaths in WWI). Sadly this is because one the biggest myths in medicine is “there is no treatment for brain injury.” There are over one million current war Soldiers whose lives have been significantly affected by these injuries.

The truth is we have two major treatments for brain injury in the United States. Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT) has been in use since 1937 and Cognitive Rehabilitation has been utilized since 1980.

In fact, Department of Defense HBOT medicine could easily repair a brain-injured Veteran while still in service with an 80-treatment protocol while still in the service at a cost of $480. The VA can do the job for about $4,800 while civilian treatment facilities increase the cost to $25,000.

Instead, VA and DoD medicine are spending about $32,000 per year on ineffective medications that have significant negative side effects. Each untreated war veteran with Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) or Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is costing the economy, federal, state, and local governments about $60,000 per year if they are not homeless. That almost doubles if they are homeless.

“When hyperbaric medicine becomes the standard of care, society will save billions as lives are restored. The cost of oxygen treatment is exponentially less than the millions it costs our state each year to leave our wounded Veterans untreated, or treated ineffectively,” Dr. William A. Duncan, President of Patriot Clinics, Inc., explained. “Experience
shows that if you take 100 Veterans in transitional living and give them hyperbaric medicine, half will be back to work within 40 treatments, and 80 percent will be back to work after completing HBOT treatment.”

Patriot Clinics in Oklahoma City was born from the fact that veterans were not being effectively treated. The non-profit corporation was set up in 2014 and is modeled after 90 charity hyperbaric centers serving patients in Great Britain. The treatment regimen follows the National Brain Injury Rescue and Rehabilitation Project’s HBOT (1.5 ATA 99% O\textsubscript{2}) protocol.

Patriot Clinics focus on effective medical care and interventional hyperbaric medicine. Recently a Church Pastor called that one of his parishioners was in trouble. Joe is a young Afghanistan War Veteran, and in serious danger of suicide. He came to Patriot Clinics, and within 3 hours, had a BrainMaster QEEG brain scan, took the Automated Neuropsych Assessment Metric (ANAM), had a Dive Physical, and a hyperbaric treatment. He received a second treatment that night, an additional treatment in the morning, and acupuncture for his PTSD, and massage therapy for his injuries aggravated by blasts overseas. The improvements in mood and outlook were immediate and welcomed. For over 500 Veterans, like Joe, over the past four years doctors, practitioners, techs, and volunteers at Patriot Clinic delivered over $4 million worth of treatments in 14,000 hyperbaric ‘dives.’ The clinic also delivered other therapies to help those with PTSD, such as 3,000 chiropractic adjustments and 1,000 acupuncture treatments for PTSD and pain.

This care replicates research results from Louisiana State University, Oklahoma State University, and the country of Israel where people gained 15 IQ points (the difference between a high school dropout and a college graduate), a 39% reduction in post-concussion syndrome (sleep disorder, light sensitivity, executive function difficulty), 30% reduction in PTSD (the largest percentage of any published treatment), a 51% reduction in depression, and a 96% improvement in emotional control. Clinically significant improvement can be expected in every patient who follows the protocol. Suicidality is reduced, as Dr. Harch recently published in his study.

“At Patriot Clinics, we simply got tired of an attitude of ‘throw away people’ and ‘managed care’ that treats only symptoms. Instead we have implemented ‘effective care’ using therapies that actually work to improve a patient’s medical condition,” Duncan added.

Patriot Clinics works to make hyperbaric treatment accessible to everyone. Combat veterans are often treated using donated funds. Civilians pay based upon income and family resources. Third parties, like workers compensation and automobile
carriers, will be billed when appropriate. Duncan explained the clinic is able to deliver these treatments for veterans and others who cannot pay because of charity donations. “We have to raise as much as $10,000 each month to accomplish our goals. We ask all patients that experience success in treatment to donate at least $10 for the future treatment for vets.” Patriot Medical Foundation at www.PatriotMedicalFdn.org raises money for clinics across the nation to fund this kind of care.

Patriot’s facebook page flows with gratitude from those who have experienced the outcomes first hand. “Too many Veterans are committing suicide. HBOT therapy is healing the hidden wounds that drugs cannot cure and the typical medical community does not understand. Patriot Clinics has seen substantial, measurable successes, despite operating on a shoestring budget of donations. You will not find a harder-working group of volunteers than at Patriot Clinics—most of whom have been successfully treated with HBOT — returning to them a sense of pride in being able to give back.”

Two thirds of patients were Vets referred by Vet service organizations and their family members. One-third were civilians whose donations contributed toward the treatment for Vets. At over 30 treatments per day, the clinic is one of the busiest hyperbaric centers in the nation. “To put this into perspective, since 2008 only 2,000 Vets have been treated nationwide. We treated over 500 at our clinic,” Duncan noted.

“Many injured Veterans have lost hope of ever recovering. After years of living with shattered life symptoms, they are more than pleased when the headaches disappear, normal sleep returns, the anger issues subside and the ability to think, reason and have healthier family relationships returns,” volunteer Office Manager, Stanley Maness explained. Volunteers work every week to keep the clinic operating.

The clinic also treats people with cancer, diabetic wound care and Lyme disease. It offers pre- and post-surgery treatments resulting in improved healing, reduced complications and pain, and greater patient satisfaction compared to surgery without the benefit of pre- and post-hyperbaric treatment. The clinic has also begun treating car accident and workers compensation patients. The addition of the BrainMaster QEEG system give the clinic the ability to do brain scans for patients in real-time, which greatly improves the ability to help acutely injured patients.

With hyperbaric medicine and the other integrated therapies, Patriot Clinics uses tools to do better for those who served their country. Learn more or donate to help heal our warriors at www.patriotclinics.com or www.patriotmedicalfdn.org.
BODY ELECTRIC
Electroceuticals and the Future of Medicine

A documentary film to revolutionize the way we think about health and the human body

The American Institute of Stress is an executive producer of Body Electric: Electroceuticals and the Future of Medicine, a documentary film aimed to revolutionize the way we think about health and the human body. This 68 minute movie, by British producer/director/writer Justin Smith, is available online and on DVD for purchase through AIS.

Members stream for free at stress.org
Click here to buy the DVD for $29.95

WATCH NOW
The Stories that follow are illustrative of the work the TreatNOW Coalition has been performing for eight years:

Veterans, Active duty, National Guard, Reserves, First Responders, citizens and athletes — over 2,300 — returned to healthier lives after being told there was little to nothing conventional medicine could do to heal the wounds to their brains.

Some success Stories can be viewed at:

MSGT Scott Roessler [http://tinyurl.com/z7psx45](http://tinyurl.com/z7psx45)
CPT Smotherman/Rep John Bennett [http://tinyurl.com/lvcf22r](http://tinyurl.com/lvcf22r)
MAJ Ben Richards [http://tinyurl.com/jts2jy3](http://tinyurl.com/jts2jy3)
Joe Namath, football [http://tinyurl.com/kflu9up](http://tinyurl.com/kflu9up)
The Honorable Patt Maney (BG, USA) [http://tinyurl.com/m97x4jp](http://tinyurl.com/m97x4jp)
GnySgt Rotenberry & wife [http://tinyurl.com/gpzpxgy](http://tinyurl.com/gpzpxgy)
Brian Fleury - Hockey Player [http://tinyurl.com/hefs478](http://tinyurl.com/hefs478)
Ben Richards [http://tinyurl.com/hd9ahcd](http://tinyurl.com/hd9ahcd)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post injury, Pre-Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT)</th>
<th>Post HBOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Senior Force Recon Marine**  
Survived Fallujah and over 7 concussions. Constant ER visits with migraines and 6 different pills for 13 years until wife, worried about suicide talk, found HBOT.  | Refused HBOT by his unit, Cmdr approved 30-day leave. 40 dives in one month from pro bono civilian clinic. Now instructor, reports no longer “the anger gunny.” |
| **21-year Marine SpecOps**  
Multiple missions. Blown up by 2 IEDs, serious parachute accident, over 1,200 breaching exposures. Constant ringing in ears, eye pain and migraines. Ditto for his unit.  | HBOT made available to this warrior and his Cmdr. 40 dives each. Both report lives drastically changed for the better. Results are consistent across other fellow Marines misdiagnosed with “only” PTSD. |
| **Recently retired SEAL**  
Over 2 dozen tours and dozens of concussive events: IEDs, friendly fire, breaching. Reports dozens of his unit in equally bad shape, “hollowed out” and needing help.  | Treated quietly off-base, over 40 dives, after being told HBOT could ruin his career. Feels he has been given new lease on life. Advocating for forward-deployed HBOT chambers, and HBOT treatment as standard-of-care for combat. |
| **AFSOC Silver Star Winner**  
In police custody for road rage. Rescued from jail by HBOT physician who provided 80 dives on pro bono basis.  | Returned to active duty. Further tours and decorations. Ordered not to talk about his treatment with HBOT. |
| **17 year Special Operator/Breacher**  
Multiple tours, innumerable exposures. Multiple failed marriages. Suicidal. Subjected to 3 months intensive care in PREP program. Regressed to original state and psychotropic meds within 2 months.  | Green Beret Foundation provided support for HBOT treatment with Dr. Zant. After 40 dives, reports off all medicines, migraines gone, wife and children ecstatic. Still on active duty and fully functional. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post injury, Pre-Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT)</th>
<th>Post HBOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Margaux Mange, Iraq Veteran</strong></td>
<td>90 dives. Hiked to South Pole with Prince Harry, hiked across US and up Denali. Essentially drug and symptom free. 4-time Wounded Warrior Olympics champion after being relegated to life on welfare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major head injury, brain surgery, failed marriage, depression, suicidal. Told to get used to her ‘new normal.’ Nothing more could be done.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAJ Ben Richards (USA, ret.)</strong></td>
<td>Poster child for HBOT. Genius IQ returned after being told his ‘new normal’ was all he could ever expect. In PhD program and spokesman nationwide for HBOT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq Veteran and 3 TBI survivor. Misdiaagnosed TBI for 5 years. Genius IQ reduced to full disability. DVBIC and Army had him on multiple drugs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Judge Patt Maney (BG, USA, ret)</strong></td>
<td>Returned to elected Judgeship. Instituted Veteran Courts in FL and lectures nationwide on need for HBOT and special treatment of Veterans with brain injury.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IED survivor Afghanistan. 15 months without progress at Walter Reed Army Medical Center. First HBOT patient in 2006. Over 120 dives.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CPT Matt Smotherman, OK Natl Guard</strong></td>
<td>Finished law school after 80 dives. Promoted to CPT after being told he would have to retire on full disability. Commended personally by POTUS for efforts in OK tornado relief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law student before being blown up 3 times in Iraq. Could not fill out paperwork, read, sleep, focus. Drugged out of pain and into stupor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GnySgt Rotenberry (USMC, ret)</strong></td>
<td>Wife found Dr Harch in LA. Donations paid for 40 dives. Employed at DHS as dog-handler. Life returning to ‘old normal.’ Getting 40 more dives for lingering pain and some headaches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFL legend Joe Namath</td>
<td>Poster child for HBOT. Lectures on his recovery and deterioration of his friends. Strong advocate for HBOT and against delay and denial of concussions in NFL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post injury, Pre-Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Post HBOT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steve Bowman, Alabama/NY Giants</strong></td>
<td>Went from inability to walk, think, remember, sleep to mobile husband. Wife cries gratefully: “I got my man back.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concussion drove him to early retirement. Life and wife rapidly going downhill. Progressive dementia-like symptoms.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Joe Delamielleure, Buffalo Bills, HOF 2003.</strong></td>
<td>Spokesman for HBOT. Lectures to NFL Players and veterans about his recovery and need for HBOT in every locker room.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory, brain fog, pain. 80 dives after plea to help him in Charlotte, NC.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NFL Pro Bill Romanowsky</strong></td>
<td>He feels HBOT should be standard-of-care for concussions. Continues a dive a month and proselytizes for HBOT at Super Bowl 50.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 concussions over 16 years. 80 dives to fight memory loss, headaches, physical pain.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marv Fleming, Packers, Dolphins, Patriots</strong></td>
<td>Spokesman at SB50 for HBOT. Works to encourage other brain-damaged players to get HBOT and demand treatment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory loss, balance, headaches, physical pain.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Department of Defense has had more than 350,000 traumatic brain injuries since the year 2000 according to Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center. In response, the Intrepid Spirit Concussion Recovery Center offers a holistic, integrated, interdisciplinary, patient and family-centered TBI recovery program.

The DVBIC and ISCRC hosted an open house during Brain Injury Awareness Month to inform Active-duty Service Members, medical providers and commanders of the services offered at the Naval Medical Center Camp Lejeune ISCRC on Marine Corps Base Camp Lejeune, March 23.

“Brain injuries are the invisible wounds of war,” said Navy Captain Tom Johnson, director of the ISCRC. “Once they can be seen, identified and treated the vast majority of Service Members who come here return to full duty.”

The ISCRC on MCB Camp Lejeune is the only Navy Facility on the East coast to offer this type of TBI recovery program.

“The services we offer here are unique to Camp Lejeune,” said Navy Captain Tom Johnson, director of the ISCRC on Camp Lejeune. “There is only one other Intrepid Spirit in the Navy and that’s at MCB Camp Pendleton.”

“We have seen Service Members who were extremely debilitated by problems with mood, headaches, memory and sleep who really thought their career was ended. However, after completing treatment here, had full recovery,” said Johnson. “When dealing with TBIs, about 95% of our Service Members return to full duty.”

“There was a senior-enlisted, special-forces individual who had been on many deployments that came to our clinic who was extremely frustrated because over the years he had suffered several TBIs,” said Johnson.

“The only options he was given was medical retirement or narcotics. In participating in our program, he was able to take advantage in not
just the traditional rehabilitative and pharmacological modalities, but also Alpha-Stim, yoga and acupuncture. The combination of these therapies, along with others, allowed him to get pain control without narcotics. He was able to remain on full-duty and continue his career. He was able to become reacquainted with his wife and kids because he wasn’t dealing with chronic pain or sedated by medications.”

Along with a hope to increase staff and treatment options, Intrepid Spirit hopes to expand their research into the causes and treatment for brain injuries.

“With our research, we would like to be able to identify the mechanism of injury after a blast exposure and improve prevention, diagnosis and treatment,” said Johnson.

Johnson said he was grateful to have the opportunity to help his fellow Service Members and encourages everyone to be aware of the risks TBIs impose.

“If you have or think you have sustained a brain injury, seek medical attention,” said Johnson.
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Once again, Dr. Robert Beckman has gathered some of this nation’s premier experts and authors, whose expertise leads the way for one of the very most powerful and effective interventions for the treatment of traumatic brain injuries. Dr Beckman has been doggedly dedicated to collaborative initiatives for the promotion of HBOT as a well-tested and proven alternative wound-healing therapy. What we have on-hand has not done the job for our war-wounded and Veterans in terms of returning their lives to them. Tens of thousands of suffering souls have everything to lose by relying on those traditional interventions that too often lead to a life of progressive debilitation and an early demise. In the meantime, Big Pharma and idle prescribers rake in plenty of profits by dispensing Hefty bags filled with medications. Together with other unproven and even dangerous interventions found in prescription bottles, troglodytes (cave dwellers) operate with no design or direction to promote healing and recovery of wounds to the brain. We cannot continue to derail progress at the cost of lives, families and purposeless lives, when oxygen to the brain has very clearly emerged as a way to reclaim them.

As a survivor of the Fort Hood Massacre, I have devoted the last 8 and one-half long years, with more than veiled threats on my life, to demanding that the massacre be reconsidered as an act of domestic terrorism and that every single one of the wounded receive every benefit due them. Sadly, and despite continued lies perpetrated by DOD, DA and the US Government, this is not the case. No doubt that I may die trying or come up missing, but it is my solemn vow to right this sinking ship.

I have had the privilege of meeting SSG Patrick Ziegler at two of the memorials and the Purple Heart Ceremony in the years following the Fort Hood Massacre. Though we were not assigned to the same unit, I made it my business to meet him and to pay homage to his sacrifices in service of this great country. I am acutely aware of the massive brain injuries he sustained at the hands of a madman and the tremendous losses in functioning he suffered. This does not even begin to take into account the vast quality of life issues and the enormously destructive impact this has had on his family. To view the extraordinary progress made in his recovery was unimaginable previous to his receipt of HBOT. This offers unequivocal proof of the immeasurable benefits of treating the brain with large doses of oxygen and demands that we put an end to our ignorance and avoidance of this compelling form of treatment. TreatNOW please!

Your Editor,
Kathy Platoni, PsyD, DAIPM, FAIS
COL (RET), US Army
COL, Ohio Military Reserve,
State Defense Forces
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